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1 Introduction

I don’t think I uploaded a journal la± week, ſorry about that. I ju± didn’t ſee mu� in the newſ that

caught my eye, and waſ having ſome trouble with an e²ay, ſo kept putting it off. I gue² I’d make thiſ one

extra good, though I ſuſpect I’m doing well enough; two pageſ of typefont 10, �ngle ſpaced iſ probably more

then enough.

Yeah, I’m doing fun thingſ with the document in honour of Halloween. La± year I a�ed a que±ion on the

LaTeX Stack Ex�ange and thiſ iſ the reſult. Here ar
e the detailſ o

n my blog
and my original que±ion Not

exactly profe�onal, but it iſ fun, and well, ſeemſ appropria
te to Halloween ſomehow. Ye$, I’m writing thiſ on

Halloween, if you haven’t gue²ed thiſ by now I have no life. I ſhould turn theſe into blog po±$, ju± to make

it even more nerdy. Actually, that might be a good idea; if I’m allowed to do that can you let me know?

I’ll try to remember to a� you about that.

2 SpaceX and Dragon

Probably the la± entry I’ll put in on SpaceX or Dragon; The Dragon capſule m
ade it home ſafe and ſound.

That iſ pretty mu� all I have to ſay on it, no deep in�ght$, I ju± wanted to cover the whole ±ory from
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±art to finiſh. It dœſ fill me with hope that we’ll get back out into ſpace, though aſ I mentioned before, I’m

more then a bit depre²ed we are doing it to �aſe the almighty dollar in±ead of in the purer formſ it waſ done

by NASA. At lea± it iſ le² military baſed when done by commercial enterpriſe$, or pretendſ to be anyway.

3 Stars hiding in dark matter halos made early galaxies look

big

Thiſ Arſ Te�nica article iſ on the halo ±arſ around really really, really di±ant galaxieſ formed at the ±art

of the univerſe. Since theſe galaxieſ are really far away they are alſo really redſhifted, ſo we look at them

in the IR – NIR range. It ſeemſ we ſee far more of the ±arſ in the halo around the luminouſ centre

of the galaxieſ then we would expect, or previouſ meaſuremen
tſ have ſeen.

Now, I don’t think the next ſection iſ very clear. I get that the dark matter halœſ helped form the fir±

galaxie$, but not why it did or how, or why it iſ in a halo around the galaxie$. I’m a bit confuſed about the

ſection on the background radiation, but I think it iſ ju± ſaying that it iſ obſcuring the galaxie$, and thiſ iſ

the fir± time we’ve been able to pick out galaxieſ from big bang remnant noiſe.

What really intere±ſ me iſ how mu� brighter are theſe then expected, and dœſ that mean there iſ le² dark

matter? How mu� le²? Are we talking about a noticeable �ange in the matter/dark matter ratio of the

univerſe? Dark matter iſ one of thoſe thingſ that bugſ me, �nce we don’t under±and anything about it, can’t

interact with it, and only infer that it exi±$. If it iſ effected by gravity, we don’t we get clumpſ of it, or

dark matter galaxieſ or nebulaſ or ſu�? So yeah, I am made happy by thingſ that explain it, or ſhow there

iſ le² of it, or put ſome ſort of property to it.

From Nature, (2012) 490, 514–516. DOI: 10. 1038/nature11474

4 Fir� black widow pulsar found from gamma ray

observations

Thiſ article iſ baſed on a Science paper (Screw full citationſ here iſ the DOI: Type it in or click the link:
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DOI: 10. 1126/ſcience. 1229054) and iſ kinda cool. They’ve found the fir± pulſar that iſ actively ±ealing matter

from itſ companion, killing it and turning the energy into radiation. Aſ I recall, thiſ would be the perfect

environment for the RP-proce² (I did a project on it la± year). If I’m remembering right and it iſ an

RP-proce² �te, I wonder if we could gain information about the RP-proce
²eſ through ſpectroſcopy? I

mean, you can get iſotopic information from gamma-ray ſpectroſcopy, ſo couldn’t we po�bly get ſome

abundance informatio
n if we obſerved it for long enough? We could at lea± get elemental abundanceſ from

UV-VIſ ſpectroſcopy, would would provide uſ with ſome information on the extent of the proce², and ſectionſ

where only one iſotope of the ſame element iſ involved.

5 The Tough Guide to the Known Galaxy

Alright, we are allowed to write about anything, right? I’ve been reading a funny article entirely

The Tough G
uide to the K

nown Galaxy.

It waſ written back in 2001 aſ the ſcience fiction ver�on of Diana

Wynne Jone$’ſ The Tough Guide to Fantaſyland. It iſ quite intere±in
g looking back on it, and ſeeing how

ſcience fiction haſ �anged in the la± decade. For one thing, he talkſ about the fall of AI, when AI in

ſcience fiction iſ becoming more prominent aſ computerſ become more powerful. I gue² there waſ a dip in the

late 80ſ and 90ſ while computerſ were in that awkward phaſe. Now we’ve got ±orieſ about computer playerſ

looking more human to judgeſ then the human playerſ did. Alſo, all thiſ garbage about the �ngularity and how

computerſ will become power intelligent then uſ —I ſay garbage �nce it iſ predicted off raw CPU power,

when raw horſepower dœſn’t meaſure mu� at all, GPUſ have more power then a CPU in floating point

math, but you can’t build a computer out of them.

Anyway, I’ve read AI through ENCYCLOPEDIA GALACTICA and am working on FALL OF

EMPIRE through LIBERTARIAN MILITARISTS. I’ve already made my commentſ on AI

clear; making a comeback, particularl
y in tranſhumani± work$. Alien$; There iſ defin

itely a trend to

human-only ſcience fiction, even aſ the �anceſ of uſ finding life elſewhere go up. Admittedly, I mo±ly read

SF from the 70ſ and 80$, but have a look at Firefly, no alienſ in there.

Anyway, I find it intere±ing that mo± of the ſcience fiction I can think of from the pa± 10 yearſ or ſo all

takeſ place in one ſolar ſy±em: Firefly (Shown to be one ſolar ſy±em in Serenity, one of the few thingſ I
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liked about it aſ it made the re± of the ſerieſ make ſenſe), Looper (Whi�, while ſoft SF, waſ quite amu�ng.),

Minority Report (Oddly, p�onic powerſ ſeem to faſcinate SF writer$, from A�mov [foundation ſerieſ], to

Andre Norton, to Looper and Minority Report). Wait, no, Avatar waſ on another planet, I forgot about it

�nce I didn’t ſee it. Alſo, my favourite book ſerie$, The L iaden Univerſe, by Sharon Lee and Steve Miller

haſ lotſ of ſpace travel, and iſ very ſoft SF. It alſo haſ more and more p�onicſ aſ the ſerieſ gœſ on, whi� iſ

a tou� annoying aſ they are one of the weaker partſ of the ſerie$.

Anyway, I find the trendſ in popular culture intere±ing, though I could very well be over reading them due

to a limited ſample �ze. I’m alſo out of thingſ to ſay, ſo I’m going to end thiſ journal entry.

H@PPY H@LLOWEEN

—Canageek

P.S. Don’t worry, I alſo uploaded a legible ver�on.
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